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Scalable automation software for your intelligent tools 
Video text script 

We’re all in the semiconductor industry because we want to build things that matter.  

 

As chip geometries continue to shrink, data volumes continue to grow, and fabs expect you to do 

more for less, you’re likely dreaming up new innovations to improve your equipment and processes. 

 

Regardless of whether you’re a startup working on your first R&D tool, already an industry leader, or 

somewhere in between, you need to get your tools to market as quickly as possible to stay ahead of 

the competition and ensure your customers achieve their goals using your latest technologies.  

 

When you’re thinking about the software for your next tool, consider partnering with the industry 

leader who has automated over 100 different equipment platforms and has been accepted in 

virtually every semiconductor factory worldwide, including the most demanding fabs.  

 

No matter where you are in your journey to greatness, we’ve been there and our automation 

software solutions will scale with you as you mature in the market.  

 

 Imagine learning about SECS/GEM for the very first time and having your first tool accepted into 

a fab…  

 Imagine growing to the point where you need to introduce a common automation platform 

across your entire fleet of tools…  

 Or, when you need to collect huge data volumes using a specialized time-series database 

optimized to manage Big Data…  

 What about the day when you have so many tools deployed in the field that you need a secure 

remote connectivity solution to support your equipment via the cloud and perform analytics and 

maintenance activities from anywhere on the planet?  

 

Our SEMI standards-compliant software provides a scalable platform for controlling your intelligent 

equipment. So, while your team focuses on your core technology, PEER Group will ensure your 

automation and connectivity are always where you need them to be. 

 

Partner with a team that believes in the equipment you’re building today and understands where 

you want to take your company tomorrow. 

 

We think your automation software provider should anticipate your needs before you do and help 

you realize your long-term vision. If that’s what you’re looking for in a partner, contact PEER Group 

today. 

 


